Efficacy and safety of modified-release prednisone in patients with rheumatoid arthritis
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Abstract: The introduction of modified-release (MR) prednisone adds a drug with encouraging potential to the armamentarium of the rheumatologist. In particular, for patients experiencing a reduced quality of life due to prolonged morning stiffness, it is a promising therapeutic approach. Two clinical trials and one open-label observational study investigated the effectiveness of MR prednisone in reducing rheumatoid arthritis-related morning stiffness for both new and current users of corticosteroids. The efficacy and safety of MR prednisone use in rheumatoid arthritis patients are reviewed in this article. This includes pivotal trials as well as pathophysiological considerations and clinical implications.
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Introduction
Rheumatoid arthritis
Epidemiology
Rheumatoid arthritis (RA) is a common autoinflammatory disease with an estimated incidence of approximately 41/100,000 per year. Incidence rates are rising with age up to 89/100,000 people at the age of 70.1 With a lifetime risk of 3.6%, women are affected considerably more frequently than men (risk: 1.7%).2 The overall prevalence in the general population is shown to be almost 1%.3 RA is the most frequent cause of an inflammatory arthritis.

Clinical presentation
Patients with RA typically suffer from symmetrical joint swelling, morning stiffness, and pain, caused by an inflammatory synovitis. RA usually involves the small joints of the fingers and toes, preferentially inflaming the proximal interphalangeal and metacarpophalangeal joints, but also wrists, ankles, and knees. The synovitis is often accompanied by unspecific constitutional symptoms, such as fatigue, fever, sweats, and weight loss. Untreated, it potentially leads to a disabling joint destruction with loss of function. Rapid therapy induction at an early disease stage not only reduces the risk of such a loss of function but also increases remission rates.4

In particular, after a long-standing disease, a variety of extra-articular manifestations, such as heart involvement, vasculitis, or interstitial lung disease, can occur. Among these comorbidities, diseases of the heart are particularly pronounced, possibly due to chronic systemic inflammation. Congestive heart failure and ischemic heart disease are not only more common in RA patients than in the general population but are also associated with an increased mortality.5
Morning function
In everyday life, the impairing joint stiffness, particularly in the morning hours, is one of the biggest clinical problems besides the joint pain. It is frequently reported in RA patients and negatively affects the individual quality of life. While patients with osteoarthritis also sometimes suffer from stiffness, it is much more common in RA. Different to osteoarthritis, it lasts longer, particularly after resting the joints, and is associated with disease activity.

Besides swollen or tender joints and laboratory parameters, rheumatologists used the morning stiffness for disease classification. The American College of Rheumatology (ACR) classification criteria for RA from 1987 listed morning stiffness with a duration of at least 1 hour as one criterion for classifying an arthritis as RA. The 2010 revised criteria though did no longer include morning stiffness as a classification criterion; this was probably due to the fact that other forms of inflammatory arthritis also go along with morning stiffness. The updated criteria reach a higher diagnostic specificity (96%) compared to the old version (86%).

Taking together the higher specificity of these new criteria as well as the clinically established use of anticitrullinated proteins/peptides antibodies, definite RA can be detected earlier. These improvements are accompanied by the early induction of an anti-inflammatory therapy with a greater variety of potent drugs. It is important to mention the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) inhibitors here, the development of which was a huge step forward in treating RA patients successfully.

While the “severity” of morning stiffness is strongly correlated with morning joint pain and at least moderately with disease activity (Disease Activity Score 28 joints [DAS28]) and DAS28 response, morning stiffness “duration” only shows a weak correlation to measures of disease activity. The mere length of morning stiffness is therefore not suitable for the rheumatologist to conclude on disease activity. In concordance, patients hypothetically would pay more for a reduction in morning stiffness severity than a reduction in stiffness duration.

However, it is important to mention that joint stiffness is a complex symptom. For reasons of simplification, we usually describe it in terms of duration and severity, but for the RA patient himself or herself, its impact on physical function or the ability to work is much more important in everyday life.

The role of chronobiology in morning stiffness
The pathophysiology of RA is mainly driven by inflammatory cytokines, such as TNF and interleukin 6 (IL-6), which are preferentially produced by pathological monocyte subpopulations. The pivotal role of these cytokines is emphasized by the clinical efficacy of specific cytokine inhibitors, such as etanercept or tocilizumab. Distinct cytokine patterns of monocytes deriving from RA patients might even be able to predict therapy response in advance.

Production and secretion of inflammatory cytokines show a dependence on the human body’s day–night cycle resulting in changing cytokine plasma levels over 24 hours. A substantial variability during the night in RA patients was shown for IL-6. Consequently, the state of inflammation and therefore the clinical symptoms vary in dependence of the daytime.

Most important in the context of RA is the observation that joint stiffness usually occurs in the morning hours. This can be readily explained by high cytokine levels in the morning hours as well as edema of the synovium and periarticular structures with redistribution of interstitial fluid while sleeping.

The production of the typical cytokines, in particular IL-6, usually rises around 3 am in the morning. At the same time, endogenous corticosteroids are produced at a low level only and do not reach their peak levels before 7–8 am (Figure 1). Both the circadian rhythm of cytokine secretion on one hand and insufficient production of endogenous cortisol on the other hand are probably the most important reasons for the described symptoms being worse in the morning. These findings determine the optimal time for administration of exogenous glucocorticoids (GCs) as illustrated in Figure 1.

Eventually, this hypothetic rationale was clinically proven first by Arvidson et al; in a small trial, they showed that application of low-dose prednisone at 2 am leads to a more pronounced and significant reduction of joint stiffness, pain, and morning serum IL-6 levels in comparison to an administration at 7.30 am.

The HPA axis
IL-6 not only rises in the early morning hours, it also seems to stimulate the hypothalamic–pituitary–adrenal (HPA) axis resulting in increased cortisol plasma levels. However, chronic inflammation with repeatedly elevated IL-6 levels seems to lead to an adaption of the HPA response. The endogenous cortisol secretion in response to IL-6 becomes inadequate in relation to the ongoing inflammation; this concept, being called “HPA axis insufficiency”, was shown in RA patients and properly explains the dilemma shown in Figure 1.
From the beginning of the GC use in clinical medicine, the negative impact of exogenous GCs on the HPA axis (including adrenal suppression) has been discussed. Historically, these effects were thought to be primarily related to dosage (suppression more likely at >7.5 mg prednisone equivalent per day) and therapy duration. Later investigations suggest that doses as small as 7.5 mg prednisone equivalent are also capable of reducing the HPA axis response. An extensive review regarding this topic and the impact of modified-release (MR) prednisone has been drafted by Kirwan. There is evidence that an application of GCs in the morning is to be preferred since administration at midnight, for example, was shown to suppress endogenous cortisol production for 24 hours. GC use in the morning or afternoon, on the contrary, only caused a temporary suppression. Further investigations indicated that multiple daily doses lead to a more pronounced HPA axis suppression, which, in turn, encouraged a single daily dose regimen. However, another study indicated that all dosing regimens interfere with the HPA axis. Taken together, the morning prescription of GCs around the endogenous peak is a widely accepted and established therapy regimen for decades now.

The recently introduced MR prednisone counteracts the HPA axis insufficiency without waking the patient and is a once-a-day application principle aiming to increase the GC levels before the endogenous peak in the morning.

**Pharmacology and drug development**

MR prednisone is a special tablet formulation of the common and clinically widely used GC prednisone.

Prednisone is an immunosuppressive drug in clinical use for more than half a century now. It is well known by physicians and commonly used, for example, for many rheumatic diseases, such as RA or giant cell arthritis, as well as pulmonary inflammatory conditions, such as bronchial asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. It has a half-life of approximately 2 hours and is usually administered in the morning for the reasons discussed earlier.

As a GC, prednisone is lipophilic and provides its effects basically on a genomic level utilizing the cytoplasmic glucocorticoid receptor (cGCR). After passing the plasma membrane, prednisone binds to the cGCR that is part of a multiprotein complex. The associated proteins dissociate and the remaining complex of GC–cGCR translocates into the nucleus and binds to specific DNA binding sites (glucocorticoid response elements) or interferes with the DNA by other transcription factors. This results in either increased production of anti-inflammatory proteins by interaction with glucocorticoid response elements (transactivation) or a reduced expression of pro-inflammatory proteins due to negative interference with transcription factors (transrepression). For details, see Figure 2. Both processes contribute to the immunosuppressive effects, while the typical metabolic side effects are rather caused by transactivation. Since genes have to be activated and expressed, the genomic mode of action needs some time and is strictly dose-dependent with a ceiling effect at complete cGCR saturation (approximately 100–200 mg prednisone/day). In addition to the genomic effects, a nongenomic way of action is probably responsible for the clinically known fast effects, even if using high doses with all GCRs occupied. Details on this topic and the (non)genomic effects of prednisone are extensively discussed elsewhere.

The main difference between MR prednisone and conventional prednisone is the time-delayed release of the active agent: taken orally at 10 pm, prednisone is released approximately 4 hours later (Figure 2), around 2 am.

MR prednisone was originally developed by Skye Pharma and Nitec Pharma (merged to Horizon Pharma in 2010) and got the brand name LODOTRA. It gained approval for general use in Europe in 2009 and is being commercialized and distributed by Mundipharma. In the USA, it has been...
branded RAYOS® and is distributed by the licensee itself, Horizon Pharma, since 2012.

**Pharmacokinetics**

MR prednisone contains a prednisone center enveloped by a coat ensuring the release of prednisone approximately 4 hours after ingestion. It is designed to be taken at bedtime around 10 pm in the evening with a prednisone release in the early morning, countering the cytokine peak. Highest plasma levels are reached approximately 6 hours after oral application. Pharmacological investigations show no substantial differences in pharmacokinetics besides the (wanted) delayed release of the GC from the tablet ($C_{\text{max}}$ 97%, $\text{AUC}_{0-\infty}$ 101%).

It is important though to note that the application of MR prednisone in a fasted state results in a three- to fourfold reduction of its bioavailability; MR prednisone should consequently not be taken in fasted state but after a light snack if the last meal has been more than 2–3 hours before.

**Efficacy**

The efficacy of MR prednisone was the subject of investigation in two multicenter, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) named CAPRA (Circadian Administration of Prednisone in Rheumatoid Arthritis). While CAPRA-1 aimed to prove the efficacy and safety of MR prednisone compared to immediate-release (IR) prednisone, CAPRA-2 focused on MR prednisone as an additional GC therapy to an existing medication with disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs (DMARDs).

CAPRA-1 originated in 2004 and included 288 patients already taking IR prednisone with an established
patients taking MR prednisone. Rates of AEs were comparable to CAPRA-1 with no significant differences between MR and placebo users (Tables 1 and 2).

Eventually, the results of the two CAPRA trials led to approval of MR prednisone in Europe and the USA.

Another important open-label RCT from Italy on MR prednisone investigated the impact of switching RA patients already using either IR prednisone or 6-methylprednisolone (6M-prednisolone) to a corresponding dose of MR prednisone. A total of 950 patients (513 using IR prednisone and 437 using 6M-prednisolone) were included, switched on MR prednisone, and followed for 4 months. The investigators included 6M-prednisolone in their study since it is commonly used in Italy. After 16 weeks, morning stiffness – compared to baseline – decreased significantly from 58±37 to 32±24 minutes (P<0.001) in all patients. Interestingly, the difference was more pronounced in the 6M-prednisolone group (6M-prednisolone: 67 vs 37 minutes, P<0.001; IR: 50 vs 27 minutes, P<0.001; P for intergroup difference <0.001).

This result was somewhat surprising since 6M-prednisolone is known to have a higher inflammatory potential with resulting differing relative potencies compared to IR prednisone (parent drug: hydrocortisone =1, prednisone =4, 6M-prednisolone =5). GC doses at baseline in both groups mirror these potencies (Table 1). The investigators therefore correctly expected a greater therapy difference in the IR prednisone group. Even if we cannot be sure of the reasons for this deviation, the authors provide a likely explanation when assigning the result to differences in compliance between 6M-prednisolone and IR formulations.

In addition, the trial showed a significant reduction in disease activity (DAS28 score) in all patients (4.2±1.4 to 3.3±1.2; P<0.001) after switching to MR prednisone. There was no intergroup difference in this respect though.

The overall results of this open-label study strongly support the results of the CAPRA trials and ability of MR prednisone to counteract the insufficient production of endogenous cortisol in the morning, decreasing joint stiffness to a clinical meaningful extent.

Summing up the most important results of the reviewed trials, low-dose MR prednisone seems to be able to:

- reduce morning stiffness to a clinically meaningful extent (regardless of a prior GC therapy),
- decrease morning serum levels of IL-6, and
- induce a significantly higher amount of ACR20 and ACR50 responses in combination with DMARDs compared to DMARD monotherapy.
Table 1 Details of the most important clinical trials or evaluations of trial data on MR prednisone so far

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Investigator</th>
<th>CAPRA-1</th>
<th>CAPRA-1 OLE</th>
<th>CAPRA-2</th>
<th>Observational study</th>
<th>IR-MR CAPRA-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2012</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>Double-dummy placebo-controlled, randomized, multicenter study</td>
<td>Open-label</td>
<td>Double-blind, placebo-controlled, multicenter study</td>
<td>Open-label, multicenter, longitudinal observational study</td>
<td>Secondary analysis of CAPRA-1 data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary endpoint</td>
<td>Relative change in morning stiffness duration (MR vs IR)</td>
<td>See CAPRA-1; OLE was designed to prove sustained effectiveness of MR prednisone</td>
<td>Percentage of patients achieving an ACR20 response (MR vs placebo)</td>
<td>Reduction of morning stiffness duration after switching from IR or 6M-prednisolone to MR prednisone</td>
<td>Absolute and relative duration of morning stiffness in patients who switched to MR after an ineffective course of IR within CAPRA-1 9 months after CAPRA-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study duration</td>
<td>12 weeks + 9 months OLE</td>
<td>249 with n=129 switching from IR</td>
<td>231 MR vs 119 placebo</td>
<td>437 6M-prednisolone → MR and 513 IR → MR</td>
<td>110 IR → MR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA diagnosis</td>
<td>ACR 1987</td>
<td>ACR 1987</td>
<td>Not further specified</td>
<td>Not further specified</td>
<td>ACR 1987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prednisone dose</td>
<td>3–10 mg/day; 84% 5 mg or less</td>
<td>5 mg/day</td>
<td>6.7 mg (6M-prednisolone) and 9.4 (iR)/day</td>
<td>Any DMARDs allowed, no time frames defined</td>
<td>3–10 mg/day, stable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Existing treatment</td>
<td>DMARDs ≥ 3 months, no biologics within 4 months prior to inclusion, all patients already using IR prednisone</td>
<td>See CAPRA-1</td>
<td>DMARDs ≥ 6 months, no IR prednisone at BL</td>
<td>Stable DMARD treatment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning stiffness</td>
<td>–22.7% vs –0.4% relative change; P=0.045</td>
<td>–55% vs –35% median relative change; P&lt;0.004</td>
<td>–1.15 vs –0.63; P&lt;0.001 (ΔDAS28)</td>
<td>–0.07 vs –0.9; NS</td>
<td>–53% relative change (median) from BL to 9 months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IL-6 levels</td>
<td>–28.6% vs 0.0% relative change (median); P=0.0322</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAS28</td>
<td>–0.53 vs –0.75; NS (ΔDAS28)</td>
<td>5.8 vs 4.8 (MR/MR), P&lt;0.05</td>
<td>–1.15 vs –0.63; P&lt;0.001 (ΔDAS28)</td>
<td>3.6 vs 1.3; P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAQ-DI</td>
<td>–0.07 vs –0.9; NS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>–0.238 vs –0.079; P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>3.6 vs 1.3; P&lt;0.001</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SF36</td>
<td>– Physical 1.94% vs 21%; NS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>– Mental 10.63% vs 18.08%; NS</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FACIT-F</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Efficacy and safety of MR prednisone

Due to the relatively short duration of the trials, the impact of MR prednisone on the progression of the disease itself could not be validated. When reviewing recent RCTs on the low-dose use of IR prednisone in RA, a DMARD-like potential of the drug could be hypothesized. In combination with synthetic DMARDs, such as methotrexate, radiographic joint damage is reduced when used over a longer period (2–4 years), even after discontinuing IR prednisone.

Since MR prednisone is virtually the same drug with almost identical pharmacodynamics and just an envelope ensuring a delayed liberation, a similar effect could be concluded on the long run.

The safety profile of MR prednisone will be discussed in detail in the following section of this paper.

Safety and tolerability

Since IR prednisone is a new drug, its efficacy has to be proven as well as its safety for the use in patients. Safety data result from the registration trials mentioned in the "Efficacy" section.

36,38,39 With prednisone being the actual acting agent, a hypothesis would be that side effects of MR prednisone should be comparable to IR formulations.

Impact on the HPA axis

No clinically evident AEs indicating an aggravated HPA axis suppression were observed in the CAPRA trials. Furthermore, in order to examine possible effects of MR prednisone on the HPA axis, a small substudy "within" CAPRA-1 (Table 1) was undertaken. It consisted of measuring the cortisol plasma levels after injection of synthetic corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) in 28 patients at three different time points: baseline (prestudy IR treatment), 3 months (end of double-blind phase, IR or MR treatment), and 9 months (end of OLE, all patients on MR treatment). With no difference in mean increase of cortisol plasma concentrations after CRH injection at baseline compared to the end of OLE (5.5 ± 4.37 vs 5.3 ± 4.07 μg/dL), no new HPA axis suppression occurred. Moreover, no change in mean increase of cortisol concentrations during the double-blind period brought up no differences.

Switching from IR to MR with beginning of the OLE phase also showed no difference in test results. The authors concluded that therapy with MR prednisone does not increase the risk of HPA axis insufficiency over 12 months of treatment. This argumentation can be followed, but the small sample size (n=28) has to be considered. Another problem is the fact that at least one test per patient was done – meaning only some of the patients have been tested over the whole study duration of 12 months (including the OLE). In the review of the ACR20 response (week 12), no significant difference was found between IR and MR treatment groups (48% vs 29%; P<0.001). The same result was found for the ACR50 response (week 12) (22% vs 10%; P<0.006) and the ACR70 response (week 12) (7% vs 3%; NS).

Any AEs 41% vs 41% (all patients in OLE)
Treatment-related AEs 13% vs 11% (all patients in OLE)
SAEs 3% vs 2% (all patients in OLE)

Notes: All values given are mean values unless stated otherwise. The first mentioned value always refers to the MR prednisone group, if applicable. Significance levels as indicated – missing values mean there was no significance given from the authors. *Primary endpoint.

Abbreviations: 6M-prednisolone, 6-methyl-prednisolone; ACR, American College of Rheumatology; AE, adverse event; BL, baseline; CAPRA, Circadian Administration of Prednisone in Rheumatoid Arthritis; DAS28, Disease Activity Score 28 joints; DMARD, disease-modifying antirheumatic drugs; FACIT-F, Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue; HAQ-DI, Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index; IL, interleukin; IR, immediate-release prednisone; MR, modified-release prednisone; NA, not applicable; NS, not significant; OLE, open-label extension; RA, rheumatoid arthritis; SAE, serious adverse event; SF36, Short-Form 36; w16, week 16.
mentioned earlier, Kirwan reanalyzed the existing data from CAPRA-1 and extracted 17 patients who were tested at all of the three important time points. Interestingly, he found a significant increase of plasma cortisol after CRH administration under MR prednisone ($P<0.05$), “showing that in this therapeutic study treatment over several months resulted in improved HPA axis responsiveness”.$^{27}$

Even with the sample size being small again, these results are encouraging and argue against a negative impact of MR prednisone upon the HPA axis. In fact, quite the opposite could be the case.

### Side effects in general

In general, the incidence of AEs was low in both trials with MR prednisone showing a slightly lower (placebo, not significant) or comparable (IR prednisone) incidence (Table 1). AEs considered being treatment-related were also comparable throughout both studies. The most common AEs seen were arthralgia, RA flares, abdominal pain, nasopharyngitis, headache, and flush (Table 2). All cases of flush could be attributed to the CRH tests discussed in detail earlier.

Since MR prednisone was given in doses usually considered being low ($\leq 5–10 \text{ mg/day}$), these findings are perfectly in line with safety data reported from trials on the low-dose use of IR prednisone in RA. Both an excellent review on this topic and a meta-analysis show a modest risk for low-dose prednisone in RA patients.$^{42,43}$ These conclusions have been confirmed in recent RCTs.$^{44–46}$ It is therefore considered to be safe to use low-dose IR prednisone in RA when thoroughly monitored by the attending rheumatologist.$^{35}$

Hypothesizing that side effects of MR prednisone are comparable, this consideration can be applied on this new formulation as well. It is further supported by the findings of CAPRA-1 and -2 as shown in Table 2.

Nevertheless, it clearly is important to have the metabolic side effects of GCs, such as hypertension, impaired glucose tolerance, and weight gain, in mind. Available safety data derives from relatively short trials mentioned above. The long-term impact of both the low-dose use of IR as well as MR prednisone on a patient’s health is therefore much less clear and should be the subject of further clinical trials.

The long-term impact of both the low-dose use of IR as well as MR prednisone on a patient’s health is therefore much less clear and should be the subject of further clinical trials.

### Quality of life

RA has a negative impact on the physical function and everyday quality of life. Besides, it often causes burdensome constitutional unspecific symptoms, such as fatigue.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AE</th>
<th>MR (%)</th>
<th>IR (%)</th>
<th>Placebo (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arthralgia</td>
<td>1.0–10.4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RA flare</td>
<td>6.5–8</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdominal pain</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasopharyngitis</td>
<td>3.0–4.8</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Headache</td>
<td>3.9–4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flush</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight increase</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>2.0–2.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest pain</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nausea/vomiting</td>
<td>1.3–4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diarrhea</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rash</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gastritis</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back pain</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronchitis</td>
<td>1.0–1.3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertigo</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyspepsia</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper respiratory tract infection</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral edema</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hematuria</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:** All values represent percentage of patients in the distinct group experiencing the named AEs. Missing values indicate that the named Ae did not occur. The according clinical trial is marked as follows: $^\circ$, CAPRA-1; $^\dagger$, CAPRA-2; $^\ddagger$, CAPRA-1 OLE.

**Abbreviations:** AE, adverse event; CAPRA, Circadian Administration of Prednisone in Rheumatoid Arthritis; IR, immediate-release prednisone; MR, modified-release prednisone; OLE, open-label extension; RA, rheumatoid arthritis.

The CAPRA-2 study compared patients receiving a new MR prednisone therapy against placebo showing that the additional treatment has a positive impact on morning stiffness and improves response rates.$^{38}$ Besides the primary outcomes, the investigators of CAPRA-2 also studied the influence on fatigue and quality of life-related measurements. During the 12-week study, the RA-evaluated Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue score improved significantly in the MR prednisone group (least squares mean difference 2.2, $P=0.0032$) compared to placebo.$^{37}$ This improvement in Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue was associated with ACR20 responsiveness in both groups. Furthermore, other quality of life markers, such as the 36-item Short-Form health survey or the Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index, also showed a significant improvement in the MR prednisone group ($P=0.001$ and $<0.001$, respectively).$^{36,47}$ These findings indicate a benefit with regard to patient-reported outcomes for MR prednisone as an addition to an existing DMARD regime in prednisone-naive patients. Reviewing the literature, there is some evidence that IL-6 levels might be associated with fatigue in inflammatory conditions in general and RA in particular.$^{48–50}$ Based on the
causative connection between IL-6 and morning stiffness, the fatigue improvement found in CAPRA-2 seems to be conclusive. It is also well in line with the reduction of IL-6 levels maintained for 12 months under MR prednisone seen in CAPRA-1.

Interestingly, CAPRA-1 did not show any significant improvements in such quality of life measurements (Health Assessment Questionnaire Disability Index and 36-item Short-Form; Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Fatigue not available, Table 1) for MR prednisone users. This first clinical trial on MR prednisone was designed to prove superiority compared to IR prednisone in reducing morning stiffness though. The missing positive impact on markers of quality of life cannot be readily explained: improved morning function is thought to influence the patient’s mood as well as his or her participation on everyday (working) life positively.

Overall, the two studies are difficult to compare since the patient population as well as the inclusion criteria were different. Furthermore, the primary and secondary outcome parameters varied between the studies. Further studies are necessary to clearly define the effect of MR prednisone on these patient-reported outcomes.

Both CAPRA trials showed that MR prednisone is a promising opportunity for both existing and new prednisone users. With morning stiffness being reduced at least in duration, the potential gain for the individual RA patient is encouraging. Additionally, there might also be a positive impact on fatigue.

Cost effectiveness

MR prednisone is a rather new drug with a patent held by Horizon Pharma. It has a promising potential to reduce morning stiffness, one of the most important clinical symptoms of RA.

With a prevalence of approximately 1%, RA is a common disease with high societal impact: total costs are estimated to be $19.3 billion annually in the USA. Direct per-patient costs were calculated to be $4,677 in the USA (2008) and €4,737 in Germany (2002). A current study shows an increase of direct costs up to €8,206 (patients <65 years) and €6,221 (patients ≥65 years) in 2011 in Germany. This increase is mainly caused by the use of biologic agents whose costs have reached a plateau with no further increase to be expected.

To date, 30 pills of Lodortra® cost approximately €37 in Germany, which is comparable to the UK with a cost of approximately £27. Cost per pill is therefore approximately €1 or £1. Compared to common prednisone tablets, this is more than 20 times as much with yearly costs of £300–600, depending on the individual dose. A mathematical model-based analysis for the UK suggests a cost effectiveness for the usage of MR prednisone instead of IR prednisone for at least 1 year of treatment within the National Health Services environment. Furthermore, calculations resting on the data gained from CAPRA-2 suggest that MR prednisone is able to postpone the beginning of an expensive biologic therapy and therefore saves costs. In the latter study, indications for initiating a biologic therapy from the Netherlands, Belgium, and the UK have been considered.

The calculations mentioned earlier are all based on prices in Europe. In the USA, however, the same amount of Rayos® (30 pills) is sold for over $1,600 (cost per-pill: $50). With IR prednisone being priced 13¢ per tablet, MR prednisone is more than 350-fold as expensive as the conventional product. Annual costs for MR prednisone only would be as much as approximately $20,000 (by comparison: etanercept $14,385/year, infliximab $19,283/year).

This enormous difference between prices in the USA and Europe raises the question whether the use of MR prednisone can be justified by its actual impact and relevance for the individual patient. Just recently, this question has been addressed by a colleague from the USA.

Economical thoughts on drugs or medical products have to be accompanied by ethical considerations in respect of the individual patient as well as public interest (particularly in context of statutory health care systems). Expensive treatment options can be very valuable in the individual while totally useless in others. The clinical trials leading to the approval of MR prednisone showed that the drug is able to improve morning stiffness to a clinically meaningful extent. Morning stiffness in RA patients impairs everyday life as well as the ability to participate on working life without restrictions. With MR prednisone potentially counteracting the impact of morning stiffness at least partly, not only the patient’s private life can be improved due to reducing the symptoms but also the negative (financial) consequences of impaired working capacity, sick days, or even early retirement for the whole society are addressed. Therefore, an individual attempt in patients with pronounced morning stiffness seems mandatory for the rationally acting doctor – and also from an economical point of view.

Conclusion

GCs have been used in clinical medicine, in particular in inflammatory conditions, such as RA, for more than half a century now. Among GCs, prednisone is sort of a lead substance and the most commonly used substitute of its class of
drugs. The potency of all other substitutes is usually declared relative to prednisone (“prednisone equivalent”).

The probably most recent and clinically important invention (besides selective GC receptor agonists) is MR prednisone targeting the nocturnal cytokine peak and therefore reducing morning stiffness duration in RA successfully. Morning stiffness is not only one of the most important challenges in treating the disease but also an impairing symptom with particular relevance for the patient. Halls et al13 framed it to the point: “(Morning) stiffness is more than just duration and severity”. Nevertheless, reducing its duration contributes to the patient’s well-being and possibly improves the impairments in everyday life. On the long run, MR prednisone could also help in retarding joint destruction due to its pharmacodynamics being most likely identical to conventional IR prednisone. For the latter one, recent clinical trials were able to show disease-modifying potential when used in low daily doses as an addition to DMARDs, such as methotrexate.

In particular, in patients with pronounced morning stiffness, the use of MR prednisone should be considered by all means. In this regard, the stiffness reduction was proven for both new and existing GC users. The comprehensible question of cost effectiveness of this therapy, however, is difficult to answer. Severity of symptoms, individually expected impacts on the disease, and especially costs of prescription have to be taken into account by the attending rheumatologist. While cost effectiveness for Europe could be calculated, current drug costs in the USA make such a conclusion less easy.

The existing data on MR prednisone suggest a superior efficacy in reducing RA-related morning stiffness while bearing a safety profile comparable to conventional prednisone formulations. This also includes a possible impact on the HPA axis. To prove its long-term safety and efficacy, more clinical trials are needed in order to strengthen the gained results. Nevertheless, the importance of MR prednisone in clinical routine will grow further in distinct patient populations.
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